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Temperature and 
Solar Efficiency
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What do these pictures say about solar panel efficiency 
depending on temperature?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Think-Pair-Share:Have the students consider these graphics for one minute. Allow for the students to talk to their neighbor and then share with you their conclusion. Remind the students that this graphic displays solar insolation, which is total usable energy at a given place. Is such a change in temperature (from January to July) related to efficiency? Important points here are: Both temperature and insolation increase from January to July because of the increased sunlight during this time of year. The real question we want to ask today is this. “How does the temperature of the solar panels affect how much insolation they capture and turn to electrical energy?” This question is unaddressed by the graphics above. All we see is that in summer months there is more usable solar energy because the Sun is higher in the sky for a longer day.



BIG QUESTIONS:

How does temperature 

affect…

1. Voltage?

2. Current

3. Power?
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Materials needed:

• 12V mini solar panel

• Wires

• Multimeter

• Lamp

• Meterstick

• Laser thermometer

• Ziploc bag

• Stopwatch
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The materials listed above will be given to each student group. There will also be a cooler filled with cold water somewhere in the classroom. Its temperature should be measured occasionally throughout the lab. Big picture: students will submerge the solar panel in a Ziploc bag into the cold water for 2-3 minutes until it is sure that the panel is that In the case that the class does not have access to laser thermometers:In addition to this, the teacher needs to have an additional cooler present in the room. It should be filled with hot water. The procedure will be as follows.Students will measure the voltage and current of a solar panel at room temperature at a given distance from a light source. Then, students will seal the solar panel inside a Ziploc bag and submerge the panel partially in the cold water for ~2-3 minutes until you can assume the solar panel matches the temperature of the water, which you should record using a thermometer. Take the solar panel out of the bag and make sure it is dry. Quickly repeat step 1 and measure the voltage and current at the same distance from the light source.Next, students will seal the solar panel inside a Ziploc bag and submerge the panel partially in the hot water for ~2-3 minutes until you can assume the solar panel matches the temperature of the water, which you should record using a thermometer. Take the solar panel out of the bag and make sure it is dry. Quickly repeat step 1 and measure the voltage and current at the same distance from the light source.After these three data points are collected, two graphs can be made: one for current vs. temperature, and one for voltage vs. temperature. Using the formula P=IV, calculate a relationship between temperature and power produced.



Predictions?
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• Complete the procedure with your group and record data. 
(~20 minutes)

• Using Excel, create the three graphs outlined on your lab 
sheet. (~7 minutes)

• Answer the graph interpretation questions at the bottom. 
(~3 minutes)
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Results

• How is voltage affected by 
temperature?

• How is current affected by 
temperature?

• How is power affected by 
temperature?

• As Temperature ⬆, Voltage ⬇
• As Temperature ⬆, Current ⬆
• As Temperature ⬆, Power ⬇

• This is due to the nature of 
semiconductors.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why does voltage decrease? Inside a semiconductor are diodes, which determine the direction of electrical current flow, and each one has a potential. Increased temperature decreases this potential, which is directly proportional to voltage.Why does current increase? Semiconductor current flow is regulated by the valence band and conductor band. As the valence electrons experience excitement equal to the band gap energy, electrons in the valence band are kicked into the conductor band, allowing for current. Increased temperature decreases the band gap energy, or the energy needed to transfer a valence electron into the conduction band, resulting in higher current. Another source of current is called “hole current,” which is achieved when a valence electron transfers to the conduction band, and leaves a ”hole,” which is then filled by another electron that leaves a ”hole,” and so on and so on as valence electrons move around filling holes and creating additional current.Why does power decrease? Using the formula P=IV, we calculate power. More voltage is lost than current is gained. 



With your neighbor, discuss which location would be most 
ideal for solar energy

Antarctica The Caribbean

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consider factors such as:TemperatureLatitudeWindDustHumidityAltitude



With your neighbor, discuss which location would be most 
ideal for solar energy

Arizona Colorado

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consider factors such as:TemperatureLatitudeWindDustHumidityAltitude
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